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· � POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PHOTOGRAP�S ;FTHE SHROUD OF TURIN
(Copyright Redemptorist Fathers, Esopus, N. Y.) 

LIN ACRE QUARTERLY 

PSYCHO� dRGERY 
Gerald '' dy, S.J.

Professor of Moral Theology, Si. [w,ry's College, St. Marys, Kansas 
The following is another chapter r;: ' � revised Medico-Moral Problems book of 

Father Gerald Kelly, S.J., being publish,, ; :. y The Catholic Hospital Association. Per
mission has been qranted to give this p• 1.. ,cw of material .concerning psychosurgery. 
Many of the books chapters begin wi1·h � quotation of directives which are observed 
in the operation of Catholic hospitals, i:J- :..ded in the publication, Ethical and Religious 
Directives for Catholic Hospitals. Dm.:,, ivr' 44 which is the basis for Father Kelly's 
considerations of the treatment of mentd illness and pain provides the introduction to 
his discussion. 

Lobotomy and similar operations 
are morally justifiable when medi
cally indicated as the proper treat
ment of serious mental illness or 
of intractable pain. In each case 
the welfare of the patient himself. 
considered as a person, must be 
the determining factor. These op
erations are not justifiable when 
less extreme remedies are reason
ably available or in cases in which 
the probability of harm to the pa
tient outweighs the hope of benefit 
for him. (Directive 44, Cf. Cana
dian Code Art. 41, U. S. Code, 
"Other Special Directives," n. 2) 

By psychosurgery I mean cere
bral surgery employed for the pur
pose of treating mental illness and
pain. In' the booklets on medico
moral problems there were fourdiscussions of psychosurgery.1 It is hardly necessary to incorporate
all that material into the present
chapter of the revised Medico
Moral Problems. It seems better 
to give here merely a commentary
on directive 44, so that all will
know its meaning. In this com
mentary, I shall say something· about: ( 1) the operations; ( 2) in
dications; ( 3) effects; ( 4) medical
F-EBRUARY, 1958

evaluation of the individual case;
( 5) consultation; ( 6) permissi�n;
and ( 7) the moral decision.

1. THE OPERATIONS 

The first successful psychosurg
ical operation was performed by 
two Portuguese physicians, Egaz
Moniz and Almeida Lima. The op
eration was a prefrontal lobotomy, 
which consists essentialiy in sev
ering the white nerve . fibers con
necting the frontal lobes of the
brain with the thalamus. The Por
tuguese doctors accomplished this
by making two small holes in the
skull, one at each temple, and in
serting a dull, rounded knife called 
a leucotome. Because this opera, 
tion could not be performed under
direct vision, it is often called a
"closed" lobotomy; and, because
of the instrument used, the opera
tion has been designated a leu-'
cotomy.

lThese were: "Lo botomy," "More 
about Lobotomy," "Lobotomy for Pain 
Relief," .and "Pope Pius XII and Psvcho
surgery"-which were published in book
lets I, II. III, and V, respectively. The 
ori9inal articles are in Hospital Pro{lress: 
Dec .. 1948, pp. 427-428; Aug. 1949, pp. 
254-256; Feb., 1950, pp. 56-57; and Feb., 
1954. p. 66. 
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technique in an individual cas , a good working rule is enuncii :ed by Fr. Thomas J. O'Donnell, .J.,as follows: "The only moral di ective here is that the surgeon SE ectthat method which he consi ers safest in his hands and in the est interests of the patient."2 

2. INDICATIONS 

Since the original operation,there have been many variations of technique. There is open lobotomy, in which enough of theskull is removed to allow for operating under direct vision. There isa transorbita] fobotomy, in whicha sharp instrument that looks very much like an ice pick is inserted along the nose and through the eye socket and the fibers are thus cut from below. Still another variation is "coagulation" lobotomy,which is accomplished by insertinginsulated electrodes into the frontal lobes from above. And there are, as every physician knows, numerous other procedures: for instance, lobectomy and topectomy, which consist in removing parts ofthe brain substance; thalomotomy,in which a wire electrode is passed down into the thalamus and a smallportion of this part of the brain is coagulated; and selective cortical undercutting, which involves· cutting the white flbers in one of the main areas of the frontal lobes. Finally, there is the growing tendency to restrict formerly extensiveoperations by doing only a partial cutting, e.g., unilateral instead of bilateral lobotomy.

The directive gives only the , erygeneral indications for psycho urgery: namely, serious mental illness and intractable pain. Che main reason, of course, for k, eping to a general statement was the need of brevity. Yet, even if Sf -ace allowed for a development of tf.ese points, it would not be wis, to enumerate speciflc indications for the operations in a directive. As is the case regarding the operative techniques, there are ditf erence.·s ofopinion among specialists cone :rning the precise indications for µsychosurgery. For instance, some would limit it to psychoses; many others would extend it to certain forms of neurosis. The directivesimply requires that the mental illness be serious: that is, an illness which is chronic and truly disabling. Granted this, and granted the other conditions to be explained later, .the directive would allow the operation for mental illness, regardless of the technical classification of the illness.

The foregoing may not be · acomplete list of p sychosurgicalprocedures; but they are the operations most frequently mentionedin the literature. Each operation has its defenders and its critics. The obvious purpose of directive44 is to take no. sides in a controversy over techniques but simplyto give the general rule that,granted the conditions outlined in the directive, any of the techniques may be used. As for the choice of
16 

As regards pain, the cases considered intractable in the sense ofthe directive would be great and unbearable sutf erings complicated by ·an anxiety state that makesthem similar to a mental illness. 
2Morals in Medicine (Westminster. Md.: The Newman Press, 1956), p. 88. 
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Even though the directive is
purposely phrased in a general 
way, there seems to be no objec
tion to citing some of the state 
ments of specialists concerning th,· 
indications for psychosurgery. r
cite these, however, merely as ii ·

· lustrations and not as qualiflcatio 1., 
of the meaning of the directiv�. 
For instance, one doctor, writinJ 
in 1949, had this to say: 

Another, and more general,
:itement of the indication for psy
.osurgery, is that ·';': presupposes 

:::_at the brain of (..;:, patient re
. ,ains more or less int,>.,:t, and that
,'s a result of delusions, hallucina
, ions. or obsessions, the mental
tension is such that the patient 
,�;rnnot carry on a normal life."5 
And, as a final sample of this in
teresting literature, let me quote 
this paragraph: 

Today most observers see the best ou(., look for prefrontal lobotomy in lonn .. standing depressive illnesses, particularly the involutional type, and in incapac!ta-· ting obsessive-compulsive neuroses. Als_o,certain schizophrenic patients, especially the catatonic subgroup, have beneflted from the operation. Contraindications for lobotomy are present when the emotic!al tone has become chronically Battened /the Operation would only "Batten" it all the more); and. the. advisability of opera!•on is also questionable in those cases where antisocial traits were evident in the pre-· Vious personality.3 
Two years later ( in 1951 ) an

other specialist, after having de
scribed the effects of lobotomy in 
certain cases of mental illness, con
cluded: 

It is considerations such as these whichconvince us that leucotomy is morally Dermissible in cases of serious psychastberua; schizophrenia, and morbid attacks of depressive anxiety, provided these patients cannot be cured in some other way. On the other hand, we do not consider that leucotomy is permissible in psych.cPilthic cases where the structure of the Personality ·reveals, on serious examination, no still healthy core on which toWork. In this connection, we are thinking of certain groups of psychopaths 

Our patients are selected for lobotomyonly after a thorough evaluation of the factor of anxiety, regardless of the clinical diagnosis. The beneficial effects of any type of prefrontal lobotomy are to be explained solely in terms of release of tension generated by repression. The chief symptom of such tension is anxiety in all its undisguised forms, such as guilt, selfcondemnation, self-punishment, and fear,and in its masked forms such as phobias, obsessions, compulsions, hallucinations and delusions, hostility, and aggression. Inthis connection, it is well to remember that hypomanic and manic behavior is frequently a cloak for anx_iety and in such instances represents a masked form. of anxiety. If the symptoms of tension with resulting anxiety are prominent in a psychotic or neurotic patient, a varying measure of relief may be expected from lobotomy. The converse is also true, the less· the anxiety the poorer the therapeutic result. Patients should then be selected onthe basis of the anxiety symptom and the results of lobotomy appraised in terms of relief of anxiety and tension, rather than by the percent�ge of. so-cal�ed remiss!on� . or cures in various diagnostic categories. 

4 Prof. J. J. G. Prick, in The Ethics of 
Brain Surgery (Chicago: Henry Re11nery Company, 1955), p. 2_8.. The articles translated in this book origmally appeared in Cahiers Laenncc, Mar., 1951. 

lllho, as we know from experience, are C0111pletely lackinq in any de _velopment of the emotions, intelligence and will, beY<>nd the sphere of simple essential rela. lions. Leucotomy cannot achieve its pur-Pose with such individuals, psychically ill-developed and deformed, because the faculties which the intervention aims at liberating are completely faulty.4. -

3C. Charles Burlingame, M.D., "Psy-diosurgery - New H�lp for the Mentally ID," The Scientific Monthly, Feb., 1949, Pp. 140-144; words quoted are on p. 142. 

5Quoted from The Transactions of the 
Catholic Med•cal Guild of St. Luke (Australia), Jan. 1954. This number _of The 
Transactions contains a symposmm on 
leucotomy held at Sancta Sophia College, 
University of Sydney, Mar. I, 1953. The 
symposium covers pp. 19�42. The state
ment quoted in my text IS by Dr. S. J. 
Minogue, p. 37. 
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fl Howard D. McIntyre, M.D., Frank H. Mayfield. M.D., and Aurelia P. McIntyre,M.D., "Ventromedial Quadrant Coagula-
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3. EFfE;:rs 

As regards mental illness, the principal good effect of psychosurgery is relief from emotional tension: for example, a patient may be relieved from a crippling anxiety and. wi:h proper help, may begin to lead a more or less normal life. Just how this relief is broughtabout has been and still is a matterof speculation. One explanation often accepted as very probable isthat psychosurgery effects a sort of divorce between cognition and emotional response. In other words - to use an example - a thought or suggestion which might have caused the patient a veritable panic before the operation would scarcely trouble him after the operation.

surgery in terms of mortality r te. Estimates of mortality rate v 1rysomewhat, but, with some qua incations according to techniq· es, 2% to 3% is often given. 

There is a heavy price to payfor the desired release from tension. According to various specialists, psychosurgery induces personality changes of many kinds. For instance, here are some of thechanges observed: inertia, fa ::-k ofambition and initiative, a tendency to be satisfied with little or no work or with work of a very inferior quality, lack of human-respect, some degree of moral degeneration, reduced capacity for prolonged attention, inferior planning ability, impairment of creative ability, lack of foresight and concern for the future,· tactlessness, crude social behavior, lessening of aff ection, fatigue and excessive sleep,indifference to pain. To these personality changes may be addedsuch things as failure to controltoilet habits, and the risks of brain 

At first glance, this seems tc be a grim picture, and one might 3Sily conclude that psychosurr �rydoes more harm than good. Tl ere are, however, some mitigating actors. For one thing, not all tl .seeffects are noticed in the same ·erson. Also, there are degrees: s ,me changes are very slight. Moree •er, it is possible to preclude or a oid many of them by proper posto. ,erative care. Furthermore, a ca1 �fulselection of patients will a ;oid some of the worst effects; e.g. the probability of immoral acts and of antisocial behavior. Finally, t 1ereis the plain fact that, despite the unjustifiable experimentation that has sometimes been carried o in this field, the overall picture is that at least half the patients have heen improved by the operations, and ofthe others, comparatively few were made worse. When patients are carefully selected, the operations properly performed, and postoperative care is properly given. the percentage of success is much greater. 

tion in the Tr,eatment of the Psychoses and Neuroses, American Tournal of Psyt?��try, Aug., 1954, pp. 112-119; see p.
18 

It must be remembered that "improvement" both in· mental cases and in cases of intractable pain 
must be measured in· terms of the
morbid state·. and not in terms of the premorbid personality. Precise
ly for this reason, some of the dfec;:ts of psychosurgery that may 
be undesirable in themselves and 
for normal persons, may be actual
ly good for those who are mental
ly ill or distraught with pain. I 
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might illustrate this by a few cit2 
tions from conscientious specialist:. 
The first · quotation concerns 
woman patient, with generaliv 
metastases from carcinoma of ti 
rectum. The other two quotab .'' 
concern mental patients in gene:::\ 
I shall merely give the quotati, 
here, reserving comment to 
next section: 

The extreme pain, anxiety and c:lt�s:.- ·1were not controlled by a total of : !.')grains of morphine, 70 grains of lu1�in:,;and 12 ampules of cobra venom, durir:_gthe month prior to neurosurgical consvltation. 
She was obviously terminal. Her demands for relief, the disturbance s} ,, setup, taxed everyone, house officers ;,,s well as nurses. Medication was as freqw,n, asevery two hours. She was too far qonephysically to attempt a procedure s,.,c:i aschordotomy. 
Under pentothal anesthesia, a bil,,,ual prefrontal lobotomy was carried out onMarch 6, 1947. Following this prou:dure the patient, after the usual period of in

ertia of about four to fiye days duration, was alert, visited pleasantly with her family. She was affable, quiet and content. Subsequently only 2 grains of luminal and X grain of morphine were required until time of death approximately one month later.7 · 
Although it is difficult to predict ineach individual case, the balance-sheet of profits and losses, current practice demands that the gravity and incurability ofthe mental disease should be taken as criteria for deciding in favour of this intervention [leucotomy J. When the true human personality appears to be buried, in no uncertain fashion, under the action of affective pathological mechanisms, the positive outcome of the intervention will more than compensate for the accompanying losses; for it will be a liberation -modest, indeed, but qualitatively significant - of the power of abstract thought,of the will, and of a certain interiorfreedom.8 

7Edmund A. Smolik, M.S., M.D., F.A. C.S., ··surgical Methods for the Management of Intractable Pain," Mississippi Valley Medical Touma[ and Radiological Review, Mar., 1948. Quotation from a re-

It is essential that we 0hould maintain ,,tr perspective and keep the whole picLtre before us. Here is a psychotic pa, .ent, hopeless, irratknaJ, illogical, sub-·nerged in a psychotic ,,1agmire. He has.,, successful leucotomy. He becomes ral.ional, logical and respc, .-ible. He worksPfficiently in an office, , .. the home, forthe council, as the presented cases chowedus tonight. Indeed, he once more b.'comescapable of human acts.
It is true that leucotomy has reduced his capacity to become an Ignatius Loy

ola, but it has lifted him out of the aimless psychotic impotence. At least he is now capable of intelligently striving toreach the lower storeys within the. celestial hierarchy.9 
4. THE INDIVIDUAL CASE 

According to the directive, psy
chosurgery is morally justifiable
when it is medically indicated. This
preoperative medical j u d g me nt. 
though especially difficult as re
gards psychosurgery, is made 
along essentially the same lines as
in other serious surgical proce
dures. For instance; no competent
and conscientious· doctors would
decide for or against any serious 
surgery merely on the basis of ·gen
eral statistics and results in other 
cases. The judgment must be made 
in terms of the particular patient's 
condition; the good and bad effects 
are weighed as they will probably 
occur in this case; and the final 
judgment to operate or not oper
ate is concerned with a comparison 
of these probable effects on the pa
tient. All this may seem too ob
vious to mention; yet I have seen 
some literature, both medical and 
moral. which at least implies that 
important surgical decisions should 
be made merely on the basis of 
statistics. This, of course, is not 
correct. The doctors' ultimate re
sponsibility must always be con-

. Print without page numbers. 
8 The Ethics of Brain Surgery, p. 28.

FEBRUARY, 1958

9 The Transactions (see footnote 5), p .
41; statement by Dr. F. J. Kyneur. 
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cerned with the individual case. 
Another consid ation common 

to all preoperative decisions con
cerns the possibility of obtaining 
the same good effects in some more 
conservative m,mner. Thus, in our 
particular prob1ern. everyone would 
admit, I think. that the ideal treat
ment for mental illness and pain is 
psychotherapy. because psycho
therapy is completely constructive. 
And, when psychotherapy is not 
feasible. the next consideration 
must be given to the possibility of 
producing the good results by 
means of chemical therapy. In the 
treatment of pain, this is the more 
common way of dealing with the 
situation: that is. by means of 
drugs. the use of which can be 
carefully controlled. As I write 
this chapter. there are already 
some indications that the use of 
various forms of chemical therapy 
may supplant the more drastic 
measures that have been used in the 
treatment of mental illness and in
tractable pain. Even the most en
thusiastic supporters of psychosur
gery would welcome further prog
ress along these lines. 

Physicians and moralists who 
write about psychosurgery usually 
stress the idea that it is a proce
dure "of last resort." This is the 
meaning of the directive when it 
says that psychosurgery is not jus
tifiable "when less extreme reme
dies are reasonably available." 
Article 41 of the Canadian Code 
is more specific and more helpful 
on this point. It states that psycho
surgery is permitted "when other 
treatments have failed, or are un
available or deemed medically in
expedient." 
20 

Theoretically, the choice of th r
apeutic measures is always m, le 
in terms of the best interests of 1e 
patient. Other considerations s: :h 
as the advancement of science , 1d 
the help of other people are seco. :l
ary. Every medical society wo Id 
subscribe to these statements. :1e 
directive. in calling attention to ae 
primary place of the patient's v �!
fare, emphasizes the fact that he 
is a person. There are several r a
sons for this emphasis. It is e: sy 
to lose appreciation of the true : u
man dignity of some mentally ill 
persons; and this can lead to x
perimentation for the good of. 

. others at the expense of the ia
tient. It is my impression thats •ch 
experimentation is more comr,·on 
in public institutions than in nri
vate hospitals and that it is l �ss 
common in our country than in 
some others. 

Failure to appreciate the J er
sonal dignity of the patient can 
also lead· to psychosurgery just to 
make him more manageable. If 
this means merely to reduce the 
work of those who care for him. 
it is completely unjustifiable. I say 
"merely," because in some in
stances it is actually for the pa
tient's own good to make him 
"more manageable." I refer to 
cases in which the psychosurgery 
protects him from himself by re
ducing a suicidal impulse, and 
makes it possible for him to have 
greater liberty · by  reducing dan
gerous antisocial traits. 

In the hu�an person, there is a 
hierarchy of values, as Pope Pius 
XII has pointed out.IO The high-

10Cf. his statement in the concluding 
section of this chapter. 
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est value. of course, is spiritual 
the power to think and to use fre,· 
will. No good of the merely co.r · 
poreal order is sufficient to corn 

. pensate for the loss of these spir:1 
ual powers. Yet, when those. tre�:-
ing the mentally ill forget th'· 
personal dignity, they may a:.· 
forget this order of values ar ,: 
sacrifice the spiritual for the cc, 
poreal. Thus, we hear at tn.:,:; 
that patients have been dehurn,-;r, -
ized . . turned into vegetables. by 
psychosurgery. Very likely suci-1 
things have happened chiefly be
cause of unintentional mistake,; in 
.predicting results or in unir. t,'n
tionally making an operation to0 
extensive. Yet. they can alsc, be 
the result of a materialistic rr:,··n
tality that does not recognize the 
true dignity of the human person. 

The specialists ql;loted in the 
previous section show a fine appre
ciation of true values. Those who 
speak of the mentally ill make it 
clear that their aim is to liberate 
the spiritual powers. And, though 
the doctor does not mention the 
spiritual aspect explicitly, it seems 
clear that the woman who had the 
prefrontal lobotomy for pain was 
better able to prepare herself for 
death after the operation than she 
was before. In her case. as in all 
terminal cases. the ability to pray 
and to cooperate with gracP. should 
be· considered as especially pre
cious. In terms of the human per
son and his destiny. it is the su
preme value. 

5. CONSULTATION 

The Canadian Code explicitly 
requires the serious consultation of 
specialists before psychosurgery. 
FEBRUARY. 1958 

>ur directive suppost s this. More
l.Ver, this is a case in which special
c.are ni.ust be take:-: to protect the
, .1terests of the heljJless. 

6. PERMISSION 

Also presupposed here is the 
necessity of due permission before 
psychosurgical intervention. If the 
patient is capable of making his 
own decisions, he has the inviol
able right to give or to refuse con
sent. To perform the operation 
through deception or against his 
will is an invasion of his rights. 
If he is incapable of making the 
decision, his parents or guardians 
have the right to make it for him. 
Here, too, as I pointed out previ
ously in another chapter, special 
care to protect the patient is neces
sary. Hospital authorities should 
see that no undue· influence is 
brought to bear on the patient or 
his guardians and that guardians 
do not make the decision through 
selfish interests. Competent and 
conscientious medical consultants 
can do much to prevent such 
dangers. 

7. THE MORAL DECISION 

Granted the conditions explained 
in the foregoing sections of this 
chapter, psychosurgery is, as the 
directive states, morally justifiable. 
It is hardly necessary to elaborate · 
on this. However, I should like to 
add a word about a· papal state
ment that has caused some misun
derstanding. In his address of 
Sept. 13, 1952, Pope Pius XII said 
that a man may not submit to 
medical procedures which allevi
ate physical or psychic illness, but 
at the same time "involve the de-

21 
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struction or the di:ninution to a 
considerable and lasting extent of 
freedom - that .is to say, of the 
human personality in its typical 
and characteristic functions. In 
that way man is degraded to the 
level of a purel ,- sensory being -
a being of acquired reflexes or a 
living automaton. Such a reversal 
of values is not permitted by the 
natural law." 

When that statement first ap
peared, some doctors asked me 
whether it was a condemnation of 

psy<:hosurgery. They were mt ·h 
concerned over that. Actua1 y,

there was no sound foundation Jr 
such concern. The Pope was s 1-

ply indicating in rather broad, g 1-
eral terms a case in which 1e 
harm to the patient would o t
weigh the benefit, because 10 
merely material benefit would cc n
pensate for the loss of freedom to 
a considerable and lasting extei " 
I think this point was explai; �d 
sufficiently in section 4 of , 1is 
chapter. 
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HEALTH CARE .,,_ EXCEPTIONAL 

CHII..UREN 

A Challenge to Citholic Physicians 

William Ii'. ef cnks, C.SS.R.

THERE is a very definite need 
for better medical service in 

Catholic elementary and secondary 
schools throughout the nation. The 
responsibility for providing rr:edi-
cal and dental care is a family re
sponsibility and school health serv
ices merely supplement the heal,h 
care parents should provide for 
their children. Enlisting the aid of 
Catholic organizations does not in 

any way minimize the responsibil
ity of parents, or our belief that 
Catholic citizens have a right to 

health services, transportation, fr-e 
textbooks and freedom from Fed
eral and State taxes. It does, how
ever, furnish an outlet for charit
able experiences by Catholic pro
fessional personnel in the line of 
Christian duty. 

The role of physical disability 
in learning has not been sufficient
ly recognized. It is estimated that 
80 per cent of the school children 
in the United States who have 
disabilities are not receiving nec
essary attention. What provisions 
are being made in your local paro
chial schools for the physically or 
mentally handicapped? Besides 
sensory deficiencies, there are 
many limitations imposed on learn
ing because of glandular dysfunc
tion and dietary deficiencies. 
F�RUARY, I 958 

Many Catholic educators today 
fail to realize that chronic illness 
and fatigue, sensory disorders, 
"cross dominance" and inadequate 
diet have a direct effect upon the 
child's attitude, behavior and abil
ity to learn. Hidden handicaps -
such as poor eyesight or poor 
hearing - may prevent an intelli
gent child from learning to read or 
write. These handicaps may be 
either physical or psychological. 
When parents or teachers fail to 
recognize the symptoms,· a child is 
unjustly labeled as mentally re
tarded, lazy or recalcitrant. Chil
dren with major difficulties are re
ceiving better care than those suf
fering from minor conditions. Un

recognized sensory defects are not 
only the cause of backwardness in 
the slow-learning child, l:ut also 

the core of the delinquent problem; 
Both learning problems and dis

ciplinary difficulties have been re
duced by proper medical care for 
defective vision and hearing. Many· 
causative factors in the l'fe of the 
delinquent child could be removed 
through the pooling of the re
sources of our Catholic profession
al organizations and the coopera
tion of Catholic fraternal orga,i
zations. 

A survey conducted by the 
23 
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